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A SPECTRAL SEQUENCE IN SURGERY
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ABSTRACT. A spectral sequence whose differentials are connected with iterated Browder-
Livesay invariants is constructed. Some examples are considered.
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It has been known for some time that iterated Browder-Livesay invariants resemble
the differentials in a spectral sequence (see [2], [3], [4], [7], [8], [14]). S. Cappell and
J. Shaneson in their paper [3] asked: what is this "spectral sequence"?

In this paper we provide an answer by identifying the iterated Browder-Livesay
invariants with the differentials of the homotopy spectral sequence of a suitable fil-
tration on /--theory and begin to investigate its properties.

Recall that if G is a group with given orientation character w: G —> {±1} , and
π c G is a subgroup of index 2, then the Browder-Livesay groups LNn (π —» G)
are defined (by W. Browder and G. Livesay in [1] for π = 1, and in general by C.
T. C. Wall in [11]). These groups appear as the obstruction groups for one-sided
submanifold splitting problems.

Let Υ be a manifold with πι (Υ) = G and W\(Y) = w. Consider a mapping
φ: Υ —> RPN, Ν > 2 dim Υ, which induces an epimorphism of fundamental groups
and is transversal to the projective subspace RPN~i C RPN. Let

\χτ{φ,: πλ{Υ) ^ Ζ/2} = π

and denote by X = φ~1{ΚΡΝ~1) the induced one-sided codimension 1 submanifold.
Assume that η = dimX > 4 and that the inclusion X c Υ induces an isomorphism
of fundamental groups, as one can arrange by deforming the map φ . If / : Ν —> Υ
is a simple homotopy equivalence of closed manifolds, an obstruction in the group
LNn{n —> G) is defined, which is zero if and only if the map / is splittable along
X c Υ. If Ν, Υ have boundaries assume that / is split along the boundary, and
then the obstruction is also defined.

There are two natural maps, which provide a connection between the Browder-
Livesay groups and the Wall groups Ln(G):

c: LNn(n - G) -> Ln(G~)

and

Here G~ is the same as G as a group, but the orientation character of G~ is defined
by w<f>, where φ: G —• Z/2 is the epimorphism with kernel π.

(i) If χ e LNn(n —» G) is the splitting obstruction for some homotopy equivalence
/ : ./V -» Υ along X, then c(x) e Ln(G~) is the surgery obstruction for f~l(X) -»
X.

(ii) If y 6 Ln+2(G) is the surgery obstruction for normal map F: (W, dW) —<·
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(V, dV) of manifolds with boundaries, and dV = Υ, then d(y) is the splitting
obstruction for the homotopy equivalence F\d W: d W —> Υ.

All natural maps between different Wall and Browder-Livesay groups can be lo-
cated in the following braid (i: π —* G is the inclusion):

(1)

This braid was considered from the topological and algebraic viewpoints in [11],
[4], [6], [9], [10], [12]; it is the main tool for the construction of iterated Browder-
Livesay invariants.

Recall that all groups of this braid can be realized as the homotopy groups of
Quinn-Ranicki spectra &(G), SW{n -> G), etc; see [13]. Note that ^{G) =
iL2/_i(G), so the labeling of the spaces (which are rather not spaces but semisim-
plicial sets) of these spectra corresponds to the dimension of manifolds. The whole
braid (1) can be realized on the level of Quinn-Ranicki spectra, but in fact it is suf-
ficient to consider only the middle square of this braid (for simplicity take η = 0):

(2)

This square is homotopy pull-back (or push-out; this is the same for spectra),
and the braid can be obtained just from this square if one takes into account that
homotopy fibers (or cofibers) of parallel maps in the square coincide. There exists
also a similar square for G~ instead of G. Let us introduce the notation i+: π cG
and i-\ π c G~ .

Now we shall follow the well-known procedure for construction of the iterated
Browder-Livesay invariants, but we shall do it on the level of spaces. Denote

= -2Q(G) ,

We have maps

X\, ο —* X\, ι *— Χι,\

Denote the homotopy pull-back of these maps by X2,o', we obtain the homotopy
pull-back square. Also denote by Xit\ the homotopy pull-back of the maps

Proceeding in the same way one obtains the following diagram which consists of
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pull-back squares, and can be extended to the left, up and down:

Λ'-ι,ο
S

^0,0

S \
1̂,0 0̂,1

/ \ /

/ \ / \

^3,0 Xl,\ X\,2

/ \ / \ /

(3) ^4,0 -̂ 3,1 ^2,2

\ /" \ / \

XA,\ ^3,2 ^2,3

\ s \ /•
-̂ 4,2 -̂ 3,3

\ / " \

^4,3 ^3,4

\ / "

-̂ 4,4

\

In this diagram the Quinn-Ranicki spectra SfmiG*^) are placed in the second col-
umn from the right side, and are marked by two equal subscripts. The diagram can
also be extended to the right side by the homotopy push-out construction.

In this diagram the relative homotopy groups

Kn\Xk,i > Xk+j ,i) a n d Tln\Xi ,k •> X\ ,k-j)

for j > 0 do not depend on ί because of excision. And because of this the natural
mapping of the filtration

γ γ γ γ

i n t o t h e filtration Xoo,i+i — » · · · - + Xnj+i —> Xn-ij+i —•·•·—> Χ - , χ , , + ι i n d u c e s a n

isomoφhism of the homotopy spectral sequences. So the whole spectral sequence
of the filtration which is infinite in both directions does not depend on /. There is
also another infinite filtration with respect to a second subscript, and its homotopy
spectral sequence does not depend on the first subscript either.

Let Ep-q = nq-p(Xp,o, XP+i,o) = ^q-p(Xpj, Xp+\j) for any /. Take i = p;
then

E\'" = nq-p{Xp<p, Xp+Up) = nq-p

2p_2(n -» G^P) = LNq+2(n - G)

because LNk{n —> G~) = LNk+2(n —> G).

Now let us look for the differential d\: E\'" -• Ερ

χ

+λ -q given by

dx: LNq_2p-2(n -> G^P) - LNq_2p(n - G^P+i)

From (3) one can see that d\ is the same as the composition
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considered in [4]. Recall that algebraically the group LNk{n -> G) can be identified
as a Wall group Lk(Zn, a, u) over the ring with antistructure (Ζπ, a, u), (see [11],
12 C). Here α: Ζπ —> Ζπ is the involution defined by α(χ) = t~lx~t, u = -w{t)t~2 ,
where t e G - π is any fixed element. Define Φ: Lk(Zn, a, u) -> Lk(Zn, α, Μ)
by a map on the quadratic category which sends any quadratic form (Λ/, /) over
(Ζπ, a, u) to the form (M®t, f), where Μ® t is the same abelian group as Λ/,
(ro ® i )* = m(txt~l) <g> ί, and

/(m ®t, n®t) = w{t)rxf{m, n)t.

In fact the mapping Φ is an involution on L^(Ζπ, a, u), since Φ 2 is induced by
an inner automorphism of Ζπ . The composition

dc: LNk{n -> G*) -* LNk_2{n, G*) = LNk{n -

is the same as 1 ψ Φ (see [4]). We can see now that

Εζ·"= ker(l + (-1)'+ 1Φ)/ΐηι(1 + (-Ι) 'Φ) = ̂ ( Z / 2 : LA,(π - G")),

where the last group is the Tate cohomology group of LNq(n -* G~) with respect to
Z/2-action Φ .

Theorem 1. The differentials dk: E
p

k'
q -> Ep

k

+k'9+k~x coincide with the set of iterated
Browder-Livesay invariants.

Proof. Let χ € LNg-2p-2(n —* G(~^) be some representative of the class [JC] e Εζ'9 .
Consider the diagram

q-2P-2-i(G( > ) -> p

If dcx = ί/ix = 0 then a coset Γ(χ) c L?_2p_3(G(-)'') is defined (see [14]). If the
coset d(r(cx)) c LNg-2p_5(n —> G^") contains zero, then the coset

is defined. The differential dk is the same as dk~1c(x), and this is just the definition
of the iterated Browder-Livesay invariants.

From the diagram (3) one can see that dk is the same as dTk~1(cx), the last being
the definition of the iterated Browder-Livesay invariants. In a similar way denote

> ̂ 0,p-l) = np+q{Xp,p > Xp,p-\) = 7tp

where d\: F[·9 = Lq(ji) -* Fp~l ·« = Lq[n) is the composition

Lq(n)i>Lq{&-rl)lLq{n),

which is equal to 1 + (-l)p+lw(t). It follows that

The differentials d'k: Ffc'9 -> Fp~k'9+k~l also have a geometrical interpretation
using diagram (1).
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Lemma 2. If the groups Ep-q and F['q are finitely generated, then the spectral se-
quences converge to π^Χ-οο,ο, ^οο,ο) and π^Χο,οο,Χο,-οο) respectively.
Proof. The proof is based on a similar result of Bousfield and Kan (see [16], p. 263).
In [16] the required convergence is proved for a filtration

Yoo —>··•-* Yn —> Yn-l —*•··—> Yl —* Yo —**

which is infinite only to the left, and we have here a filtration infinite in both direc-
tions. Define

Ap = im{n*(XPto, Χοο,ο) —* ^*(X-oo,o, ^οο,ο)}

so that · · · c Ap+i cA?c··· is a filtration of the group π»(Χ_οο>0, ^οο,ο) infinite
in both directions. Now the assertion of the lemma is

(a) a°°=-oo4 = 0,

(c)
Let us restrict now the filtration from the right, and consider the filtration

Let ( £ [ ' * , dk) be the homotopy spectral sequence, and let us denote

Bf = im{ni(Xp,o, -̂ Όο,ο) -> π,^Λ/,ο, ^<X>,O)}·

Following Bousfield and Kan, we have

(a') fti-oo*i = 0;

(c') Bf/Bf+1 = EpJ+i = Έ"Ν·Ρ+1, for some Ν,
i.e. under the conditions in the lemma we have Mittag-Leffler convergence.

By the telescopic construction of the space X_oo; ο a standard argument shows that
each element of π* (X_oo, ο, X°o, o) is in the image of π» (ΧΜt ο, ^Όο, ο) for some M.
Moreover, if the image of some element of π, (ΧΜ , 0), Χ^, ο) in π, (Χ-χ ο, Ύ<χ>, ο)
is trivial, then its image is also trivial in π» (ΧΜ1 , ο > <̂χ>, ο) > for some M' < Μ. This
implies assertion (b). Now the natural map Bf —> Ap is onto for Μ < ρ, and so
(a') implies (a).

For all ρ > M+N and r > Ν the differentials dr:E
p

r'
g^ Ep

r

+r'9+r~l are trivial,
and so ££," = Ep

N'q = E~p^q = Έ"^". For (c) it is sufficient to show that for some
Μ, which must be negative and of large absolute value,

Bf/Bf+l =Ap/Ap+l.

The natural map Bf/Bp+l -• Ap/Ap+l is onto, and if χ e Bp/Bf+l is in the kernel
of this map, then (again by the telescope construction) Λ: will become zero if we
make Μ large negative. One can make the value of Μ needed independent of

χ, because Bf/Bf+1 = EP

N'P+' is finitely generated. This proves assertion (c) and
Lemma 2.

Let us again restrict the filtration from above, and consider the part

-Υοο,Ο - > · • · - > Xn>o -* Xn-1,0 —>·••-* Χ ο , Ο = L Q ( G ) .

The homotopy spectral sequence ('Ep'g, d») of this filtration maps epimorphically
'Ep

k'
q —» Ep

k'
q onto the spectral sequence of the filtration which is unrestricted in

both directions if ρ > 0, and for ρ < 0 all groups 'El'q are trivial.
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If the Browder-Livesay groups LN»(n -* G±) are finitely generated this spectral
sequence converges to π*(Χο,ο > -̂ οο,ο) · There is a natural mapping

D: Ln{G) = π,,(Χο,ο) -*

By Theorem 1 this mapping coincides with the whole set of iterated Browder-Livesay
invariants.

Proposition 3. An element χ € Ln(G) is an element of the first type {in the sense of
[14]) with respect to a subgroup π c G if and only if D(x) Φ 0.

Proposition 4. If Eoo = 0 and the groups LN*(n —> G*) are finitely generated, then
the mapping D is surjective.

Proof. It follows that the map π*(Χο,ο> ^οο,ο) -> π*(Χ_^0» Χχ,ο) is trivial for
sufficiently large k > 0. Now surjectivity of D follows from the commutative
diagram with the exact columns

π» + ι(Χ_£ 0 , XQ,O)
I

π.(-*Ό,ο) —> π,(Ζο,ο> ^οο,ο)
I

n*{X-k,o-, -*Όο,ο)

The image of the map π»(Χ ο ο 0 ) —• π*(Χο,ο) = L*(G) consists of the elements of
the second and third type in the sense of [14] with respect to the subgroup π c G.

Proposition 5. An element χ e π*(Ζο,ο) = L*(G) is an element of the third type if
and only if

χ € ΐηι[π*(.Υ00>ο) -»

ii « ο/ί/ze second type if and only if

χ e imln^Xoo,o) -> π»(ΛΓ0>ο)]

ftwi χ ^ ker[7t»(Xo,o) -+ π»(Χ0>οο)]·

Being in the kernel of π»(Χο,ο) -» π*(ΛΓο)00) is the same as being in the kernel
of π,(Χο,ο) —> π*(ΛΌ,/ϋ f° r sufficiently large k > 0, and this is the same as being
the image of some differential of homotopy spectral sequence of the "restricted from
below" filtration

F o r t h i s s p e c t r a l s e q u e n c e , 'Ff'9 = Ff'q if p>0, 'F^q = L q ( G ) , a n d 'F{>q = 0
if ρ < 0.

Now we give some examples. The groups E\'q do not depend on ρ and are
4-periodicin q. But for k > 1 the groups E^'q are 4-periodic in q and 2-periodic
in ρ . It is convenient to write these groups E\'q in tabular form

LN0(n -» G)

ZJV 2(TT -> G - )

LN-${n —> G~)

LNx{n^G)

LN2(n -• G)

LiVo(π - G")

LJV2(7r -4 G " )

LiV3(rt -> G)

Here the groups E\*q are not placed each in the cell with (ρ, q) coordinates, al-
though each stands in the right place with respect to the ^-coordinate. In this table
the differential d\ acts vertically up or down, so the domain and range are related
by a change in position of (0, ±1) . Similarly, di changes position by ( + 1 , ±1),
dj, by (+2, ±1), and so on (mod4 in the horizontal direction).
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We begin with finite abelian 2-groups. The Browder-Livesay groups LNn(n —> G)
for this case (with prime decoration) are given in [12], as well as a lot of information
about the natural maps between Wall and Browder-Livesay groups. Denote as usual
by r the 2-rank of G, and by s the number of Z/2 direct summands in G. There
are three cases:

x 2

1) w\2n is nontrivial (2π = ker^ —> π]):

2) π C keru; :

LN2n+l(n - G) =

LN2n{n ->(?) = {R(G)/i.R(n)}/(a) Θ (Z/2)2r"~'-'-(0 ,

where Λ((7) is the group of complex representation, /»: ϋ(π) -> R(G) is the induc-
tion map, and in the above formula orbits under complex conjugation are considered.

3) w\2n trivial, but w\n nontrivial:

LN2n(n ^G) = (Z/2 f-'-r-(i).

With these formulas, for any abelian group C7 and any index two subgroup π one
can write down the £Ί term. In case of abelian groups Φ = ±1 and d\ = 1 ± 1,
and so the torsion part goes to the ^2-terrn unchanged. In fact in cases 1) and 3)
when the LJV-groups do not contain a free part, E\ = £Όο (see the diagrams at the
end of [12]).

Consider the only remaining case, 2). For short let us denote

A = (Z/2f-1-'-® = LN2n+x{n - G),

F = {free part of LN2n(n - G)} = {R(G)/i.R(n)}/(*),

Β = {torsion of LN2n(n - G)} = (Z/2f~'-r-($.

Note that the orientation character is trivial for G, and nontrivial with kernel π for
G~ .

F ®Β

F®B

F/2F Θ Β

Β

Α

Α

Α

Α

F ®Β

F ® Β

F/2F&

Α

Α

Β

Β

Α

Α

and E2 = Ex since all differentials dr with r > 1 are trivial. This is not so easy to
show in the case of

d2: LN3(n LN0(n — G)/imdl,

but this was done recently by Yu. V. Muranov. For abelian 2-groups the conclusion
is that all differentials except d\ are trivial.

However, in the nonabelian case nontrivial d2 differentials do occur. For example
let D be a dihedral group of order 2d, C a cyclic index 2 subgroup of D, and
assume that d is odd.
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Let us begin with L^-theory using the decoration and 2-adic coefficients. Accord-
ing to [15], §4:

Here the letter d in parentheses on the right of each group means the "top compo-
nents" in the sense of [5], and

g2 = [(Z/d)* : (2, -1)] , g2 = [(Z/rf)x : (2)].

We have the isomorphism Γ of homology groups of two chain complexes

Lo{n) -> L0(G) - LN2(n - G)

| r

LN3(n -»G)-t L3{G~) -* LN3(n -* G)

In our case both the maps LNf (Z2(C -> D~))(i/) -> Lf{Z2{D)){d) and the com-
posite 9 ο Γ from L${Z2(D-))(d) -> LAf (Z2(C - Z)))(rf) are trivial. This follows
immediately from (2.17) of [5]. The groups L£(Z2(C))(</) and Lf (Z2(C))(i/) are
trivial, and so the homology isomorphism becomes an isomorphism of the groups
L^(Z2(D~))(6?) and Lf(Z2(D~))(d) themselves: both groups are isomorphic to
(Ζ/2)**. Now from 2.10 of [5] we have that

ZJV*(Z2(C - D))(d) - L«k(Z2(D-))(d)

is a split surjection and can be identified with the projection

Also from 2.17 of [5] we have that

is a split injection and can be identified with

Hom((Z/2P^ X : < 2 -- 1 >l ) Z/2) - H o m U Z ^ ) ^ * ^ ] , Z/2).

Now consider the diagram

LN2k(Z2(C - />))(</) - LXk(Z2(D-))(d) Λ LN2k_2(Z2(C

^ J. r

LN2k_,{Z2{C -» D Λ $

From this diagram one can see that in this case 6?! = 0 and

rf2: LN«k(Z2(C - Z)))(i/) - L ^ _ , ( Z 2 ( C -»

is an isomorphism whenever g2 = g2.
We have here examples not only of nontrivial ^-differentials but also cases where

£oo = Ei = 0 (see Proposition 4). One can conclude also from [15], 4.3 and 4.5.2,
that the map

is surjective, and so in the L'-groups with integral coefficients we also have nontrivial
^-differentials.
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Problem. Given k, do there exist groups G and π with a nontrivial differential
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